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Abstract. the aim of this study was to compare the results 
of immunohistochemistry (ihc) assays evaluated by human 
examiners with the results evaluated by computerized 
image analysis, and to compare the computerized image 
analysis results among three automated ihc assays, namely 
the BioGenex, dako and Ventana assays. all slides were 
semiquantitatively evaluated according to the allred score 
and J-score by human examiners. the images were analyzed 
using macScOpE version 2.6 for macintosh according to 
the h-score and the percentage of positive-stained nuclei per 
area of carcinoma cells (pp) irrespective of the intensity of 
the stained nuclei. the h-score for the estrogen receptor (Er) 
was significantly correlated with the Allred score (P<0.0001) 
and the PP for the ER was significantly correlated with the 
J-score (P<0.0001), suggesting that the image analysis used 
in the present study is a useful method for the evaluation of 
ER status. Several discrepancies were identified between the 
allred score and h-score and between the pp and J-score due 
to the positive-stained cytoplasm area of carcinoma cells and/
or the positive-stained nuclei area of non-carcinoma cells, 
including benign epithelial cells, lymphocytes and stromal 
cells. accordingly, advances in the algorithm of the digitized 
analyzing system is necessary.

Introduction

Although a refined assessment of hormone receptors in 
breast carcinoma is necessary to select therapeutic agents, 
endocrine responsiveness has recently been defined as the 
presence of any detectable estrogen receptor (Er) according 
to the recommendations and thresholds for the post-operative 

adjuvant systemic therapy of early breast cancer proposed 
by the St. Gallen international Expert consensus meeting 
in 2009 (1). in other words, the previous three categories of 
endocrine responsiveness using 1 and 10% cut-off values have 
been simplified, so that endocrine therapy is considered when 
any Er-positive cells are noted in the tumor. For the evalua-
tion of hormone receptor (hr) status, it is recommended that 
the percentage of hr-positive cells be indicated on pathology 
reports rather than merely using scores. in particular, positivity 
for hrs of 50% or more of tumor cells is viewed as indicating 
highly endocrine-responsive tumors, suggesting that the hr 
must be reliably and accurately measured. 

as to the immunohistochemistry (ihc) methods for 
the detection and quantification of the ER and progesterone 
receptor (pgr), the authors compared evaluations for hrs in 
breast carcinoma using two manual and three automated ihc 
assays, and showed intermethod variability indicated by multi-
rater κ-values for the Er and pgr (Er, κ=0.34; pgr, κ=0.45) 
(2). in addition, to assess low levels of hr expression, the 
hr was evaluated by real-time monitoring polymerase chain 
reaction (rt-pcr) using complementary dna produced by 
reverse transcription of the messenger rna of each breast 
carcinoma. although we showed an excellent correlation 
between rt-pcr results and those of the ihc method, there 
were some discrepancies between the results of rt-pcr and 
ihc due to the overestimation of hr-positive lymphocytes and 
mesenchymal cells in tumor stroma, among other factors (3). 

to provide a standardized semi-quantitative measure-
ment of the hr for ihc specimens, computerized image 
analysis has been employed since the late 1980s (4). these 
attempts were performed using various systems or software, 
including cell analysis System's caS 100 (4), BiOcOm500 
(5), caS 200 (6), image cytometry (7), adobe photoshop 
(8,9), computer-supported analysis (10), Spectracube™ (11), 
chroma Vision automated cellular imaging System (aciS) 
(12-14), WinrOOF (15), Qca (16) and ViSual c++ (17). in 
particular, automated image analysis technology, including 
aQua (18), ariol (14,19) and matlab7 using digital image 
capturing (20), has recently been developed. although it is 
emphasized that computerized image analysis has improved 
quantification, reproducibility and interobserver variability 
for the hr evaluation of breast carcinoma (4-20), the process 
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of image analysis is known to be more time consuming and 
labor intensive than assessment by the human eye.

in Japan, there are three automated ihc methods approved 
by the Japanese ministry of health, labor and Welfare to 
assess hr status in order to determine the suitability of 
endocrine treatment: automated ihc staining by dako (dako 
corp., Glostrup, denmark), BioGenex corp. (San ramon, 
ca, uSa) and Ventana medical Systems (tucson, az, uSa), 
each of which uses a different method for retrieving antigens 
and different types of antibodies or detection reagents. to 
date, no studies have directly compared these ihc computer-
ized image analysis methods. 

the aim of the present study was to assess the intermethod 
variability of these three ihc assays using image analysis. 
An additional aim was to find an optimal condition for image 
analysis that may be proposed as a reliable assay for Er deter-
mination.

Materials and methods

Samples. Fifty consecutive cases of invasive ductal carcinoma 
of the breast that had been surgically resected in 2004 and 2005 
were selected from the files of the Department of Anatomical 
pathology, hiroshima university hospital. h&E-stained slides 
of each case were reviewed, and the presence of invasive carci-
noma and adjacent non-neoplastic breast tissue was confirmed 
in all cases. the histological type of each tumor was invasive 
ductal carcinoma, not otherwise specified. 

IHC assay for ER. From formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded 
tissues, five 4-µm sections were serially cut and mounted on 
pre-coated slides. ihc assays were carried out as described in 
previous reports (2,3). 

For ihc by the BioGenex system using an automated 
i6000 immunostainer (BioGenex corp.), anti-Er mouse 
monoclonal antibody (mab), Er88 (BioGenex corp.) was 
used. immunoperoxidase staining was performed according 
to the manufacturer's instructions (BioGenex corp.). 

For ihc by the dako system using the dako autostainer™, 
anti-Er mab, 1d5 (dako corp.) was used. immunoperoxidase 
staining was performed according to the manufacturer's 
instructions (dako corp.). 

For ihc by the Ventana system using the Ventana hx 
System Benchmark™ (Ventana medical Systems), anti-Er 
mab, 6F11 (Ventana medical Systems) was used. all 
procedures were performed automatically in Benchmark™. 
immunoperoxidase staining was performed according to 
the manufacturer's instructions (Ventana medical Systems). 
diaminobenzidine (daB) was used as a chromogen substrate 
in all specimens. the sections were counterstained with hema-
toxylin. 

Scoring system for human examiners. First, the presence 
or absence of staining of the nuclei of non-neoplastic ducts 
and acini in adjacent tissue was observed and was used as an 
internal control. the site for evaluation was not limited to the 
invasive area, but incorporated the entire lesion. two scoring 
systems were used to evaluate the IHC findings, the Allred 
score (21) and J-score (2,3,22). the J-score comprises propor-
tional values irrespective of the intensity of stained nuclei, and 

the proportion of cells stained in each specimen was recorded 
as 0, none; 1, <1%; 2, 1-10%; 3, ≥10%, as advocated and 
employed as the cut-off points in previous reports (23,24). 

all study specimens were scored by two different exam-
iners (K.a. and m.O.) masked to the patient characteristics. 

Computer-assisted digital analysis. ten images were selected 
by pathologists and captured from each section at x200 
magnification through a Hamamatsu C5810 color chilled 
3ccd camera (hamamatsu, Japan). the captured images were 
saved as JpEG images on the image analysis computer. When 
contamination by normal tissue was present, the pathologist 
exchanged it manually for another field, including the tumor 
area. the images were analyzed using macScOpE version 
2.6 (mitani corp., tokyo, Japan) for macintosh. despite the 
area selection, a certain minimum contamination of the auto-
matic measurement by host cells is inevitable when stromal 
and normal cells are intimately associated with tumor cells. 
to distinguish non-carcinoma cell elements from the non-
immunostained carcinoma cell nuclei on the digitized image, 
nuclei with small areas (<25 µm2 gross area) and spindle 
features (>0.5 oval rate) were regarded as lymphocyte nuclei 
or nucleic debris and stromal cell nuclei, respectively, and were 
eliminated. nuclei that stained brown or blue were extracted 
automatically using two distinct macroinstructions composed 
chiefly of algorithms for color extraction based on red-green-
blue (rGB) parameters divided into 256 arbitrary units. to 
create the digitized image-based procedures for determining 
Er status, the threshold value of the rGB parameters of each 
intensity score (iS) was established as: 0, negative; 1, weak 
nuclear staining, faintly perceptible at high power magnifica-
tion; 2, intermediate stained nuclei; 3, nuclei displaying strong 
staining that had the appearance of an ink dot at low power 
magnification, according to the Allred score (Fig. 1).

Scoring system. two scoring systems were used to evaluate 
the ER findings using computer-assisted analysis: the H-score 
method (15,25) and the percentage of area of stained nuclei of 
carcinoma cells (pp) in 10 images, irrespective of the intensity of 
stained nuclei. the h-score was calculated by summing 3x the 
percentage of total nuclei area showing iS3, 2x the percentage 
of total nuclei area showing iS2 and 1x the percentage of total 
nuclei area showing iS1, ranging from 0 to 300.

Statistical analysis. the Spearman's rank correlation test was 
used for correlation analysis between the h-score and the total 
score (tS) of the allred score and between the pp and J-score. 

Results

Relationship between Allred score and H-score for ER. a 
comparison of the distribution of the tS of allred scores 
determined by the human examiners and that of h-scores 
calculated by image-analysis software for Er by the three 
staining methods is shown in Fig. 2. the h-score values for 
the same group of tumors increased monotonically as the tS 
increased, although there was considerable variability among 
tumors with the same tS. the Spearman's rank correlation 
coefficient between the two methods ranged from 0.572 to 
0.889 (P<0.0001). The cut-off values of H-scores for the ER 
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determined by the dako, Ventana and BioGenex assays were 
regarded as 36, 24 and 34 according to the allred score, 
respectively. the concordance rates at these cut-off values 
were the highest of each ihc assay, and 88, 98 and 90% 
among the ihc results generated by the dako, Ventana and 
BioGenex assays, respectively.

Relationship between J-score and PP for ER. a comparison 
of the distribution of J-scores scored by the human exam-
iners and that of the percentage of positive cells calculated 

by image-analyzing software for Er by the three staining 
methods is shown in Fig. 3. the Spearman's rank correlation 
coefficient between the two methods ranged from 0.495 to 
0.914. the cut-off values of the pp for Er determined by 
the dako, Ventana and BioGenex assays were regarded as 
37, 36 and 38 according to the J-score, respectively. the 
concordance rates at these cut-off values were the highest of 
each ihc assay, and 90, 92 and 84% among the ihc results 
generated by the dako, Ventana and BioGenex assays, 
respectively.

Figure 1. immunohistochemistry of Er and the images analyzed by macScope. (a) nuclei of carcinoma cells show various intensities of the Er. (b) 
All positive-stained nuclei of carcinoma cells are shown in light blue; 3,994.4 µm2. (c) all negative-stained nuclei of carcinoma cells are shown in blue; 
5,409.3 µm2. (d) Strongly stained nuclei of carcinoma cells are shown in pink; 92.6 µm2. (e) intermediately stained nuclei of carcinoma cells are shown in 
green; 1,728.9 µm2. (f) Weakly stained nuclei of carcinoma cells are shown in red; 2,173 µm2.

Figure 2. Scattergram of H-score with Allred score for the ER. The H-score was significantly correlated to the Allred total score of IHC using the Dako, 
Ventana and BioGenex assays (Spearman's rank correlation test, P<0.0001). The cut-off values in the Dako, Ventana and BioGenex assays were 36, 24 and 34 
(red line), respectively.
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Procedures. approximately 4 min were required to capture 
10 images from each specimen and to process these image  
analyses per case. the individual results of 50 cases of breast 
carcinoma in the present study were transferred to another 
software program for calculation.

Discussion

In the present study, quantification of ER using image-
analyzing software was performed and compared to 
semi-quantitative assessment by histopathologists. a high 
degree of correlation between the two was revealed. although 

various studies concerning computerized image analysis have 
been conducted (4-25), it is difficult to compare the various 
systems directly, due to the absence of reliable and universal 
gold standards. 

With regard to a cut-off value for Er evaluation by 
computerized image analysis, 10% of positive cells (9,16,20), 
the h-score (15) and aQua scores calculated by the average 
signal intensity divided by compartment area (18) were used 
in previous reports. although in the present study the allred 
score determined by human examiners was compared to the 
h-score calculated by the computer and the allred/h-score 
conversion table was shown in a previous report (26), it was 
difficult to translate one scoring system to the other system, 
precisely since the two systems are not strictly equivalent. 
Accordingly, the final assessment of the clinical usefulness of 
these various systems, cut-off values and estimation methods 
is thought to depend on the correlation with biological 
behavior and responsiveness to hormone therapy.

in the present study, there were some discrepancies 
between human observation and computerized image analysis 
for ihc. For the cases showing negativity on human observa-
tion and positivity on computerized image analysis for Er, 
the software used detected Er expression in the lymphocytes 
and mesenchymal cells. Since ER expression of infiltrating 
lymphocytes and mesenchymal cells in tumor stroma has 
been reported previously (3,27), a condition was set to elimi-
nate non-carcinoma cells showing positivity, although it was 
not possible to completely eliminate the Er expression of 
lymphocytes or mesenchymal cells.

Figure 3. Scattergram of PP with J-score for the ER. The PP is significantly correlated to the J-score for the ER using the Dako, Ventana and BioGenex assays 
(Spearman's rank correlation test, P<0.0001). The cutoff values in the Dako, Ventana and BioGenex assays were 37, 36 and 38 (red line), respectively.

Figure 4. immunohistochemistry of the Er and the images analyzed by macScope. (a) Er positivity was noted not only in the nuclei, but also in the mem-
brane and/or cytoplasm of carcinoma cells. (b) all positive-stained areas of carcinoma cells are shown in light blue. Er status was overestimated.

Figure 5. correlation between numbers examined by computerized image 
analysis, h-score and the pp of Er in a representative case. the h-score and 
pp show a plateau in more than 20 images examined.
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additionally, in the present study, Er expression in the 
cytoplasm or plasma membrane of carcinoma cells was 
noted in 3.5, 2 and 25% of examined cases using the dako, 
Ventana and BioGenex assays, respectively (Fig. 4). in a 
previous study, the extranuclear expression of hr in breast 
carcinoma cells was reported in 9.5% of examined cases (28). 
accordingly, the software used in the present study may have 
overestimated the positivity of Er in carcinoma cells, as it 
could not discriminate between Er expression in the nuclei 
and that in the cytoplasm or plasma membrane of carcinoma 
cells. accordingly, it is necessary to use softwave with 
improved function that derives Er expression only from the 
nuclei of carcinoma cells.

regarding the time required to perform computerized 
image analysis, in general, the process of image analysis is 
more time consuming and labor intensive than visual scoring 
from a glass slide. although in a previous report the processing 
time for 100 images from 20 cases by WinrOOF was report-
edly approximately 60 min, excluding the time required to 
capture the images (15), there have been few reports discussing 
the time necessary to capture and process the images by soft-
ware. in the present study, the capture and processing time for 
10 images per case was approximately 4 min. in comparison 
to the study using WinrOOF, the process of image analysis 
in the present study was less time consuming and labour 
intensive due to the improved function of the computer and 
software. 

With regard to the number of images captured for digitized 
analysis, there have been various numbers of images used 
ranging from the single best field (16,17), three fields (8), 
four fields (14), five fields (5,15,29), eight fields (9) and ten 
fields (6,10). In the present study, ten fields were selected and 
captured for image analysis, similar to previous studies which 
used the maximal numbers of images (6,10). although twenty 
fields was regarded as sufficient for digitized image analysis 
on the basis of a preliminary study on the relationship between 
the number of images digitally analyzed and h-score or the 
percentage of stained nuclei area (Fig. 5), the optimal number 
of images for digital analysis should be considered, taking 
into account the time required for the procedure. recently, a 
fully automatic digitized analyzing system for the total fields 
of specimens was developed using digital images captured 
by the aperio ScanScope xt Slide Scanner and algorithm by 
MatLab 7 (20). This system reportedly identifies only tumor 
nuclei and automatically excludes non-tumor structures, 
including stromal components and lymphocytes. in particular, 
it is entirely unsupervised and does not require any a priori 
data. irrespective of the adjustment of various thresholds and 
cut-off values to detect various cells exhibiting particular 
sizes and shapes, to date, it has been difficult for a digitized 
analyzing system to discriminate between benign and malig-
nant cells with complete accuracy. accordingly, advances in 
the algorithm of digitized analyzing systems are necessary.

as for image analysis of the rGB system, in general, a 
composite color signal is built up from combinations of basic 
color values produced by the mosaic arrangement of three 
color filters (red, green and blue) on the surface of the imager. 
in this way, each color image is recorded as a superimposi-
tion of 3 images with a photometric resolution of 255 linear 
values: a red, a blue and a green one, reflecting the slide trans-

mission into these three types of wavelengths (5). however, 
even when an rGB imaging system functions perfectly, there 
are intrinsic limitations to its ability to distinguish between 
similar chromogens and to isolate the optical signal from each 
chromogen. thus, each color signal is quantitatively and sepa-
rately measured (30). in the present study, daB was used as a 
chromogen substrate, and the choice of chromogen and coun-
terstain is known to affect both the visual and quantitative 
results. accordingly, the appropriate chromogen substrate and 
counterstain dye suitable for image analysis must be selected. 
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